NECROTIC DAMAGE
Just a damage type like every other damage type (fire, Radiant, cold, lightning, poison etc..) There is no
general rules around a damage type. Only used for assessing, vulnerabilities, resistances and immunities
traits of creatures. Necrotic damage withers matter and twists the soul. But it does not per default reduce
HP maximum. It can also just be a “type” or generate other effects. Some examples below:

As you can see from some of the effects if reduced to zero – you die outright. This equal not getting any
death saves. So one nasty effect of necrotic damage is you often don’t get your death saves. For others it is
just damage.

HP RULES
As any other damage type – Necrotic damage in general follow the normal rules for damage, death and
death saves.
Current HP can never exceed HP maximum. When you are healed or raised with 1HP this is current HP.
Healing has thus no effect on a character with 0HP maximum. You can also see that gaining temporary HP
does not help either on a Character which is at 0 HP. You need to be at least on 1 HP to benefit from
temporary HP.
When your Hit point reach zero you drop unconsciousness and need to roll 3 successful death saves – then
you stabilize but still unconscious. If you fail, you die.

You can also see that if you take damage when at 0 HP you get automatic failures. If damage equals or
exceeds HP maximum you die outright. This means that a character which HP maximum was reduced to 0
through necrotic damage – will die outright of just taking 1 HP damage.
A stable creature can regain 1 HP after 1d4 hours if – but as current HP cannot exceed maximum HP and if
maximum HP is 0 then you do not regain HP and will remain stable – but still unconscious.

LONG REST
From long rest rules you can see that you need to have at least 1 HP at the beginning of a long rest to
benefit form a long rest. This means that a creature with 0 HP cannot take a long rest. I.e you also need to
fix the HP maximum to be above 0 before you can long rest. This also means that even if it in some creature
stats says that effect last until a long rest that only goes for ability score drain down to zero NOT if HP
maximum is reduced to Zero.

SO, WHAT TO DO? and SPELLS
So what can be done?
If a creature has:
A) died outright from necrotic damage by being reduced to 0 HP maximum (no death saves allowed)
B) reduced to 0 in an ability score and died outright
C) Reduced to zero current HP – but you were not killed outright (rare case with necrotic damage),
but you died from failing your death saves
You need to be raised in all cases. So what will work?
Ad A) Long rest will not work as you are dead.
Temporary HP will not work either as you are dead and at 0 HP.
Aid spell will only work on a living creature with at least 1 HP due to the general rule about temporary hit
points.
Revivify returns you to life with 1 current HP. As your HP maximum is 0 and current HP can only equal
maximum HP it immediately drops you to zero again and you are unconscious. BUT you are now allowed to
roll three new death saves to try to stabilize or die again.
Raise dead does not work either for same reasons as revivify because it does not remove the reduced HP 0
maximum effect. It returns you on 1 HP, but it immediately drops you to zero again and you are
unconscious. BUT you are now allowed to roll three new death saves to try to stabilize or die again.
If you successfully stabilize through the new chance you got through Revivify or Raise dead. Then you are
still unconscious, and you cannot regain HP through healing or long rest and you will die again instantly if
taking just 1 HP damage.
SO to get out of this state - Greater restoration is needed (lesser will not work) to remove effects of
reduced HP maximum or ability scores. The spell is not limited to a living target – it can also be cast on a
dead target. This means this must be cast to lift the effect of the reduced HP maximum before revivifying
or raise dead is cast in order for these spells to fully work or after if target stabilized through the new death
saves allowed by the spells – but in the latter case target is still on 0 HP. Even a Resurrection spell needs a
greater restoration spell before it will work on a dead body with HP maximum reduced to zero.
True resurrection or wish can both bring you back and solves the HP maximum problem as well. Wish spell
states this and true resurrection can give you complete new body and soul – even out of nothing.
Ad B)
Here it depends on the effect created by the specific ability drain effect. There is no general rule description
around what happens if an ability score is reduced to zero. In a case where it says you die from being
reduced to zero, same case applies as described under A). Revivify and raise dead can return you to 1HP –
but here you die outright again if your ability score is still zero – you are allowed any death saves as this is
not a HP problem (you don’t die from your HP being reduced to zero – you just die from still having zero in
the ability score.
SO to get out of this state - Greater restoration is needed (lesser will not work) to remove effects of
reduced HP maximum or ability scores. The spell is not limited to a living target – it can also be cast on a

dead target. This means this must be cast to lift the effect of the reduced ability score before revivifying or
raise dead is cast in order for these spells to fully work.
Ad C)
Here both revivify, raise dead works normally.

